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(57) ABSTRACT 

A method of secured card issuance from a card issuing 
machine, as Well as a system for card issuance, that is 
designed to address many of the security concerns surround 
ing automated, self-service card issuance. The invention 
relies upon a combination of measures to enhance the 
security of the card issuance process. The security measures 
include tracking and auditing of the cards from a card 
loading site up to the time of card issuance to the customer, 
controlling physical access to the cards, and real time 
reporting and monitoring of card transactions and subse 
quent inventory changes. 
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FIG. 2A 
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FIG. 2B 
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CARD ISSUANCE SYSTEM AND PROCESS 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] The present invention relates to automated, self 
service card issuing machines that issue cards, such as credit 
cards, smart cards, debit cards, ATM cards, identi?cation 
cards, security cards and the like. More particularly, the 
present invention relates to processes for enhancing the 
security of card issuance from automated card issuing 
machines. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] Personalized cards bearing user speci?c informa 
tion, such as credit cards, are typically issued to a user by 
sending the cards through the mail. In many areas of the 
World, the mail systems cannot be suf?ciently relied upon. 
Thus, credit cards and other personaliZed cards are typically 
applied for and/or issued at the ?nancial institution or other 
institution issuing the card. This is very inconvenient for the 
end user Who must personally appear multiple times at the 
institution in order to apply for and/or obtain the issued card. 

[0003] In addition, there are many instances Where it is 
desirable for a user to be able to readily obtain a replacement 
card such as When a card is lost, stolen, damaged and/or 
destroyed. In many situations, such as When traveling, it is 
very inconvenient for the card holder to have to visit a 
?nancial institution in order to obtain a replacement or 
additional cards. 

[0004] To resolve these issues, card issuance is evolving 
toWards the use of automated, self-service card issuance 
machines to issue personaliZed cards directly to a customer. 
These card issuance machines, Which in many respects 
operate similarly to an automated teller machine (ATM), 
alloW a customer to select the type of card that is desired, 
With the machine then personaliZing the card With customer 
information and subsequently issuing the card directly to the 
customer. 

[0005] An automated, self-service card issuing machine is 
disclosed in published PCT application WO 92/17856. The 
card issuing machine described in this document is capable 
of issuing personaliZed cards, such as credit cards (i.e. 
MasterCard®, Visa®, etc.) at an unattended location directly 
to a customer, With the cards being personaliZed by the 
machine. 

[0006] One of the overriding concerns in automated, self 
service card issuing machines is the need for security of the 
cards that are to be issued by the machine. This is particu 
larly true for machines that issue credit cards and other high 
value ?nancial and retail cards, due to the high monetary 
values intrinsic to these types of cards. Thus, the cards must 
be secured against theft or unauthoriZed access thereto While 
in the machine, as Well as being secured against theft and 
unauthoriZed access thereto While outside of the machine, 
such as While being transported to and from the machine. 

[0007] What is needed then is a system and method for 
addressing security concerns involving the issuance of cards 
from card issuing machines. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0008] The invention provides a method of secured card 
issuance from a card issuing machine, as Well as a system for 
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card issuance, that is designed to address many of the 
security concerns surrounding automated, self-service card 
issuance. The invention relies upon a combination of mea 
sures to enhance the security of the card issuance process. 
The security measures include tracking and auditing of the 
cards from a card loading site up to the time of card issuance 
to the customer, controlling physical access to the cards, and 
real time reporting and monitoring of card transactions and 
subsequent inventory changes. 

[0009] In one embodiment in accordance With the inven 
tion, a method of card issuance from a card issuing machine 
that receives cards Within a container from a card loading 
site, With the card issuing machine and the card loading site 
being in communication With a host controller, is provided. 
The method comprises: loading the container With cards at 
the card loading site; transmitting a loaded card inventory of 
the loaded cards to the host controller; transporting the 
loaded container from the card loading site to the card 
issuing machine, and loading the container into the card 
issuing machine; determining a received card inventory in 
the loaded container; and comparing the received card 
inventory With the loaded card inventory. 

[0010] Since the host controller knoWs the inventory of the 
cards loaded into the container, a comparison of the card 
inventory after loading at the card loading site With the card 
inventory after loading the container into the machine can 
spot any discrepancies in the card inventory, thereby indi 
cating a possible theft of cards during transport of the cards 
to the card issuing machine. 

[0011] In accordance With yet another embodiment, a 
method of card issuance from a card issuing machine that 
receives cards Within a container from a card loading site is 
provided. The method comprises loading the container With 
cards at the card loading site, and storing a loaded card 
inventory of the loaded cards into memory provided on the 
container; transporting the loaded container from the card 
loading site to the card issuing machine, and loading the 
container into the card issuing machine; reading the loaded 
card inventory from cassette memory; conducting an inven 
tory scan of the cards actually in the container to determine 
an actual card inventory; and comparing the read loaded 
card inventory With the actual card inventory. 

[0012] In accordance With another aspect of the invention, 
a card issuance system is provided comprising a card issuing 
machine having a container therein adapted to hold a plu 
rality of cards for issuance by the card issuing machine. The 
container includes means for storing inventory information 
of the cards Within the container. The system further 
includes a card loading site at Which the container is loaded 
With the cards, and a host controller in communication With 
the card issuance machine and the card loading site. 

[0013] Avariety of additional advantages of the invention 
Will be set forth in part in the description Which folloWs, and 
in part Will be obvious from the description, or may be 
learned by practice of the invention. The advantages of the 
invention Will be realiZed and attained by means of the 
elements and combinations particularly pointed out in the 
claims. It is to be understood that both the foregoing general 
description and the folloWing detailed description are eXem 
plary and explanatory only and are not restrictive of the 
invention as claimed. 
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0014] FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating the card 
issuance system in accordance With the principles of the 
invention. 

[0015] FIG. 2A is a perspective vieW of a cassette in 
accordance With the invention, With the cassette being in the 
closed position. 

[0016] FIG. 2B is a perspective vieW of the cassette in a 
partially open position. 

[0017] FIG. 3 is perspective vieW of the inner housing of 
the cassette, along With a portion of the outer shell. 

[0018] FIG. 4 is a side vieW of the inner housing illus 
trating its interaction With the lock mechanism. 

[0019] FIG. 5A is a top perspective vieW of the inner 
housing and the lock mechanism. 

[0020] FIG. 5B is a top vieW of an eccentric mechanism 
for actuating the locking mechanism. 

[0021] FIG. 6 is a perspective vieW of the outer shell of 
the cassette. 

[0022] FIG. 7 is an electrical schematic shoWing the 
electronics associated With the cassette. 

[0023] FIG. 8 is a block diagram of an embodiment of the 
card issuance process in accordance With the invention. 

[0024] FIG. 9 is a block diagram illustrating an alternate 
embodiment of the card issuance system. 

[0025] FIG. 10 is a block diagram of the card issuance 
process for the embodiment of FIG. 9. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

[0026] With reference to FIG. 1, in one embodiment, the 
invention relates to a system, and method, for issuing cards, 
such as ?nancial-related cards (e.g. credit cards, smart cards, 
debit cards, etc.) and/or security cards (e.g. identi?cation 
cards, access cards, etc.) from an automated, self-service, 
card issuing machine 5. Cards to be issued from the machine 
5 are provided from a card loading site 6, Where the cards are 
loaded into one or more card cassettes or containers Which 

are then transported to, and loaded into, the card issuing 
machine 5 for subsequent issuance of the cards. The card 
issuing machine 5 and the card loading site 6 are each in 
communication With a host controller 7 Which coordinates 
the operations of the card issuing machine 5 and the card 
loading site 6. 

[0027] Communication betWeen the card issuing machine 
5 and the host controller 7 and betWeen the card loading site 
6 and the host controller 7, is preferably implemented 
through modems and telephone lines. HoWever other meth 
ods of communications could be used if desired, such as via 
Wireless communication. In addition, the communications 
betWeen the card issuing machine 5 and the host controller 
7, and betWeen the card loading site 6 and the host controller 
7, are preferably encrypted using conventional encryption 
technology to increase the security of the communications. 
For instance, DES encryption can be used. 

[0028] The card issuing machine 5 is an automated unit, 
similar to an ATM, that is capable of selecting a single card 
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from a plurality of different types of cards provided in a card 
source, personaliZing the card if necessary, and then issuing 
the card to the customer based upon the customer selection. 
Acard issuing machine of this type is disclosed in copending 
application Ser. No. (Attorney Docket No. 
2968.187US01), ?led on even date hereWith, assigned to 
DataCard Corporation, and Which is incorporated herein by 
reference. 

[0029] As described in Ser. No. (Attorney Docket 
No. 2968.187US01), the cards are disposed Within a single 
container or cassette, With each card having its oWn discrete 
position thereby alloWing any one of the cards to be picked 
from the container at any time as Well as alloWing the card 
issuing machine to knoW the eXact location of each card 
Within the container. The card issuing machine is provided 
With a user interface to alloW a customer to select the desired 

type of card, With the machine then picking the appropriate 
card from the container and then directing the card to a 
personaliZation module Where the card is personaliZed if 
necessary. After personaliZation, the card is directed to a 
delivery module Which delivers the neWly personaliZed card 
to the customer. 

[0030] As mentioned previously, the cassette is preferably 
loaded With cards at the card loading site 6 and then 
transported to the card issuing machine 5, Where it is loaded 
into the machine for subsequent issuance of the cards. One 
of the security concerns surrounding card issuance from 
automated card issuance machines is the need to ensure the 
security of the cards during the time of transport betWeen the 
card loading site and the card issuing machine, as Well as 
after the container is loaded into the machine. Thus, the 
container should be designed to prevent unauthoriZed access 
to the cards therein, thereby preventing tampering With, and 
theft of, the cards. 

[0031] FIGS. 2-7 illustrate one implementation of a card 
container or cassette 10 that can be used With the invention 
for ensuring the security of the cards. In particular, the 
cassette 10 is designed to alloW electronic storage thereon of 
a unique identi?cation number that is readable by the 
machine 5 to ensure that the correct cassette is being inserted 
into the machine. The unique identi?cation number is also 
readable by suitable means at the card loading site 6 to 
ensure that the correct cassette 10 is being loaded or has 
been returned from the machine 5. 

[0032] Further, the cassette 10 includes an electronic lock 
mechanism associated thereWith for locking the cassette 
until the cassette is inserted into the machine 5 and the 
machine releases the electronic lock mechanism. The elec 
tronic lock mechanism preferably remains locked until a 
correct lock code is received that matches a lock code stored 
in memory on the cassette., thereby unlocking the lock 
mechanism and enabling the cassette to be opened. The lock 
code should be changeable as desired to further increase 
security. 

[0033] The cassette 10 is further designed to be able to 
electronically store inventory information pertaining to the 
cards that Were loaded into the cassette 10 While outside of 
the machine 5, as Well as storing inventory information 
pertaining to the current card inventory of the cassette While 
in use in the machine 5. When the cassette 10 is loaded into 
the machine 5, the machine 5 can read the inventory 
information stored on the cassette, as Well as perform its 
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oWn inventory scan of the cards in the cassette to ensure that 
the cards Within the cassette match the cards that Were 
initially loaded into the cassette. 

[0034] In addition to the electronic security measures 
mentioned above, the cassette 10 is designed With unique 
mechanical security features to prevent access to the cards 
therein. 

[0035] Referring to FIGS. 2A and 2B, it is seen that the 
cassette 10 includes an inner housing 16 that is substantially 
enclosed by an outer shell 18. The inner housing 16 and 
outer shell 18 are preferably made from magnesium, steel or 
other strong materials to discourage attempts at unautho 
riZed access to articles Within the cassette. 

[0036] The cassette 10 is generally elongated and the inner 
housing 16 and outer shell 18 are slideable relative to each 
other along the longitudinal axis of the cassette betWeen a 
closed position, shoWn in FIG. 2A, preventing access to the 
interior of the inner housing 16, and an open position, at 
Which access to the interior of the inner housing 16 is 
permitted. FIG. 2B shoWs the inner housing 16 and the outer 
shell 18 at a partially open position. In one embodiment, the 
inner housing 16 is generally ?xed to stationary structure 
Within the machine 5, such that the outer shell 18 slides 
relative to the inner housing. HoWever, it is to be realiZed 
that the outer shell 18 could instead be ?xed to the stationary 
structure Within the machine 5 such that the inner housing 16 
slides relative to the outer shell. Further, the inner housing 
16 and outer shell 18 could be designed to move relative to 
each other in Ways other than sliding. For instance, the inner 
housing and outer shell could be pivotally connected to each 
other, such that the inner housing and outer shell pivot 
relative to each other betWeen the closed and open positions. 

[0037] Referring to FIGS. 3 and 4, it is seen that the inner 
housing 16 includes a top plate 20 and a bottom plate 22 that 
are spaced apart from each other by a pair of end Walls 24, 
26 to form an interior space 27. The top and bottom plates 
20, 22 are formed With a plurality of aligned slots 28a, 28b 
into Which top and bottom edges of a plurality of cards 30 
are received such that the cards 30 are held Within the 
interior space 27 of the inner housing 16. The slots 28a, b on 
the plates 20, 22 extend from one side of the inner housing 
16 to the other side, and the slots on each plate are spaced 
apart along the axis of the cassette such that each card 30 is 
held at a discrete position. 

[0038] The inner housing 16 can be designed to hold any 
number of cards 30, such as 200-300 cards. Since each card 
30 is held at a discrete position, the location of each card 30 
in the cassette 10 can be determined and any one of the cards 
30 can be selected at any time. Therefore, the cards 30 can 
be a variety of different types, i.e. VISA®, MASTER 
CARD®, debit, etc. since any one card can be selected, 
thereby eliminating the need for a separate cassette for each 
different card type. A suitable mechanism for selecting a 
card from the inner housing is described in copending patent 
application Ser. No. 09/049,250, ?led on Mar. 27, 1998, 
assigned to DataCard Corporation, and Which is hereby 
incorporated by reference. 

[0039] Further, the cards 30 can either be unpersonaliZed 
(e.g. blank) or prepersonaliZed depending upon Whether the 
cassette 10 is used With a machine 5 that is able to person 
aliZe the cards. Abar 32 is connected at each of its ends to 
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the end Walls 24, 26 on one side of the inner housing 16, 
While the other side of the inner housing 16 is open as shoWn 
in FIG. 5A, so that the cards 30 can only be WithdraWn from 
the open side of the inner housing 16. 

[0040] With reference noW to FIG. 3, it is seen that the 
bottom plate 22 includes a pair of outWardly extending 
?anges 33a, 33b on each side thereof, With channels 34a, 
34b formed in the ?anges 33a, b extending generally parallel 
to the longitudinal axis of the inner housing 16. The channels 
34a, b are adapted to receive complementary portions of the 
outer shell 18 to alloW relative longitudinal sliding move 
ments of the inner housing 16 and outer shell 18, as Will be 
described beloW. A pair of radial lips 35a, 35b are thus 
formed at the end of each ?ange 33a, b, Which act as a means 
for preventing disconnection of the outer shell from the 
inner housing, as Will be described in detail later. 

[0041] As FIG. 3 further shoWs, the bottom plate 22 is 
provided With a pair of ?anges 36a, 36b Which extend over 
the ?anges 33a,b, respectively, and prevent access to the 
channels 34a, b from above. The ?anges 33a, b, channels 
34a, b, lips 35a, b and ?anges 36a, b thus form tracks Which 
receive portions of the outer shell therein to permit relative 
sliding movements of the inner housing 16 and outer shell 18 
along the longitudinal axis of the cassette 10. 

[0042] The outer shell 18, shoWn in detail in FIG. 6, is a 
generally holloW structure formed by a top Wall 38, a ?rst 
side Wall 40, a second side Wall 42, and an end Wall 44. The 
top Wall 38 is slideably disposed over the top plate 20, and 
the side Walls 40, 42 are slideably disposed over the sides of 
the inner housing 16 such that the cards 30 in the interior 
space 27 of the inner housing 16 can be completely 
enclosed, as is shoWn in FIG. 2A. 

[0043] Each sideWall 40, 42 includes inWardly turned 
?anges 46a, 46b that are adapted to be slideably disposed 
betWeen the sets of ?anges 33a, b and 36a, b, as can be seen 
in FIGS. 2A-B. Rails 48a, 48b are formed on the bottom of 
the ?anges 46a, b and are slideably received Within the 
channels 34a, b, respectively, Whereby the outer shell 18 and 
inner housing 16 are slideable relative to each other. The 
?anges 46a, b and rails 48a, b thus form slides that are 
receivable in the tracks of the inner housing 16 to permit the 
relative sliding movements betWeen the inner housing and 
outer shell. 

[0044] The rails 48a, b extend along only a portion of the 
bottom of the ?anges 46a, b, since, as shoWn in FIG. 3, each 
channel 34a, b is ?lled adjacent one end of the inner housing 
16 thereby forming stops 50 (only one being visible). The 
stops 50 are adapted to engage the rails 48a, b When the 
inner housing 16 and outer shell 18 reach the closed posi 
tion, thereby preventing movement past the closed position. 
[0045] As can be seen from FIGS. 2A-B, When the rails 
48a, b are disposed in the channels 34a, b, the lips 35a, b 
prevent the rails 48a, b from being forced outWard out of the 
channels 34a, b. Thus, the sideWalls 40, 42 or the ?anges 
46a, b cannot be forced outWard by a person attempting to 
gain access to the contents of the cassette, since the rails 48a, 
b Will contact the lips 35a, b thereby preventing such 
movement. Further, due to the ?anges 36a, b overlying the 
channels 34a, b, the ?anges 46a, b cannot be pried upWardly 
by a person attempting to gain access to the contents of the 
cassette. Therefore, the design of the slides and tracks makes 
it dif?cult to force open the cassette to gain access to the 
cards. 
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[0046] With reference to FIG. 4, it is seen that the bottom 
plate 22 extends past the top plate 20, such that a space 52 
exists at the end of the inner housing 16 betWeen the end 
Wall 26 and the end of the bottom plate 22. The end of the 
outer shell 18 adjacent the end Wall 44 is provided With a 
lock mechanism 54 and cassette electronics 56 that are ?xed 
to the outer shell and are disposed Within the space 52 When 
the outer shell 18 is in the closed position. 

[0047] In particular, as best shoWn in FIG. 3, the end of 
the outer shell 18 includes a cavity 58 that is formed by a 
plate 60 secured to the inside surface of the top Wall 38, and 
a plate 62 connected to the plate 60 and extending doWnWard 
toWard the bottom plate 22 facing the sideWall 40. The 
cavity 58 is closed off by the endWall 44 of the outer shell 
18. The lock mechanism 54 includes an electric motor 64 
that is connected to the plate 62 and is disposed inside the 
cavity 58. In addition, a pair of side plates 66, 68 are 
connected to the plate 62 and extend toWard the other 
sideWall 42 of the outer shell 18. A lock receiving member 
70 of the lock mechanism 54 is ?xed betWeen the side plates 
66, 68 and a lock member 72 that is actuated by the motor 
64 for selectively locking the outer shell 18 and the inner 
housing 16 is slideably disposed Within the member 70. 

[0048] As best seen in FIGS. 5A-B, the lock receiving 
member 70 is formed With a channel 74 having a central 
recess 76. The lock member 72 includes a bar 78 adapted to 
be received Within the channel 74 and a projection 80 that is 
received Within the central recess 76, Whereby the lock 
member 72 is slideable upWardly and doWnWardly relative 
to the member 70. A rotatable output shaft 84 of the motor 
64 extends through the plate 62 and is suitably connected to 
the lock member 72 such that the rotary input of the motor 
64 is converted into linear upWard and doWnWard move 
ments of the lock member 72. 

[0049] One type of mechanism for converting a rotary 
input into a linear output movement is shoWn in FIG. 5B. 
The mechanism includes a disk 82 that is connected to the 
output shaft 84 of the motor 64. The disk 82 includes an 
eccentric pin 86 ?xed thereto that is disposed Within a hole 
in the lock member 72. When the shaft 84 rotates, a vertical 
force is exerted on the lock member 72 by the pin 86 thereby 
driving the lock member 72 upWardly and doWnWardly, 
depending upon the rotation direction of the shaft 84. 

[0050] As seen in FIGS. 3 and 4, the projection 80 
extends past the bar 78, thereby forming a ?nger 88 that is 
used to lock the inner housing 16 and outer shell 18. The 
?ange 36b includes a slot 90 therein to alloW the ?nger 88 
to pass doWnWard into the channel 34b. Further, as shoWn in 
dashed lines in FIG. 6, the ?ange 46b includes a hole 92 
therethrough to alloW passage of the ?nger 88 through the 
?ange 36b. Therefore, When the outer shell 18 and the inner 
housing 16 are at the closed position and the lock member 
72 is actuated doWnWard, the ?nger 88 extends through the 
slot 90 and the hole 92 and doWn into the channel 34b, 
thereby preventing relative sliding movement of the inner 
housing 16 and the outer shell 18. In order to permit sliding 
movement to the open position, the ?nger 88 must be 
WithdraWn from the channel 34b, hole 92 and slot 90 by 
actuating the slide member 72 upWardly. 

[0051] The cassette electronics 56 for controlling opera 
tion of the motor 64 and for providing a variety of electronic 
security features for the cassette 10 are also disposed Within 
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the cavity 58. As shoWn in FIG. 3, a circuit board 100 is 
mounted to the sideWall 40, With the cassette electronics 56 
being disposed on the circuit board 100. 

[0052] FIG. 7 is an electrical schematic of the cassette 
electronics 56 Which includes a microprocessor 102 acting 
as the controller for the cassette 10. A ?rst memory means 
104 is provided having a unique identi?cation number stored 
therein that uniquely identi?es the cassette 10. The identi 
?cation number is preferably at least 48 bits, is unique, and 
should not be alterable in order to prevent someone from 
changing the number. Asuitable memory means 104 for use 
With the invention comprises a DS2401 Silicon Serial Num 
ber device, manufactured by Dallas Semiconductor of Dal 
las, Tex. 
[0053] Additional memory means 106 is provided for 
electronically storing a lock code therein for controlling 
operation of the lock mechanism 54 through a driver output 
108. The lock code should be at least 48 bits. The memory 
means 106 can also contain control logic for controlling the 
operation of the electronics 56. A suitable memory means 
106 for use With the invention comprises a conventional 4 
kB EEPROM. 

[0054] The cassette 10 must receive the correct lock code 
from the machine 5 after insertion of the cassette in order to 
alloW the lock mechanism to unlock the cassette. Once the 
correct lock code is received, poWer is routed to the motor 
64 through the driver output 108, thereby actuating the 
motor Which actuates the lock member 72 upWardly to 
WithdraW the ?nger 88. When the ?nger is WithdraWn, the 
cassette can then be opened. 

[0055] Preferably, the lock code is changeable for security 
purposes, thus the memory means 106 must be capable of 
being Written to so that the lock code can be changed. 
HoWever the lock code should be changeable only upon 
receipt of proper security authoriZation. For instance, autho 
riZation to change the lock code can be directly linked to the 
ability to open the cassette (i.e. When the cassette is physi 
cally or electronically opened, the lock code is authoriZed to 
be changed). Information pertaining to the opened/closed 
state of the cassette 10 is provided to the controller 102 
through an interlock input 110 that is connected to one or 
more sensors Which sense the open/close state of the cas 
sette, or Which sense the condition of the lock mechanism 54 
thereby providing an indication of Whether the cassette can 
be opened. 
[0056] The memory means 106 also stores information 
pertaining to the inventory of the cards 30 contained Within 
the cassette 10. The inventory must be readable at any time 
to alloW access to the information, and the inventory infor 
mation that is stored in the memory means 106 is preferably 
encrypted using knoWn encryption techniques in order to 
increase the security of the inventory data and prevent 
tampering With or alteration of the data. Either the host 
controller 7 or the machine 5 are provided With suitable 
decryption capability in order to be able to read the 
encrypted inventory data. 
[0057] Since the memory means 106 is capable of being 
Written to, the cassette inventory information can be initially 
stored therein upon loading, as Well as enabling the inven 
tory information to be periodically updated While the cas 
sette is in use in the machine. HoWever, the inventory 
information is preferably updated only When the cassette is 
unlocked. 
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[0058] Thus, upon loading the cassette 10 With cards 30, 
information pertaining to the cards, such as the type of each 
card and their discrete locations in the cassette, can be stored 
in the memory means 112. Once transported to, and loaded 
in, the machine 5, the machine can perform a scan of the 
cards in the cassette and compare the results With the 
inventory information stored in the memory means 112 to 
determine Whether a discrepancy eXists. If a discrepancy 
eXists, it Would indicate that a potential tampering or theft of 
one or more cards has occurred. During the time that the 
cassette remains in the machine, the machine can update the 
current inventory information of the cassette, such as after 
dispensing a card to a customer. 

[0059] To aid in performing a scan of the cards in the 
cassette, each card is preferably encoded to alloW the 
machine to determine the presence of the card as Well as the 
type of card by reading the encoding on each card. The 
encoding could be provided on the magnetic stripes for cards 
having magnetic stripes, on the smart card chip for smart 
cards, or any specially provided encoding located on each 
card. By reading the encoding, the inventory scan can 
determine Whether the correct card is in the correct discrete 
position in the cassette to aid in detecting the occurrence of 
potential tampering or theft. 

[0060] To discourage tampering With the electronics 56, 
the elements Within the cavity 58, including the electronics 
56 and the motor 64, are preferably potted, or otherWise 
sealed. Further, as is evident from the ?gures, the cavity 58, 
and thus the electronics 56, are not accessible either in the 
open or closed position of the cassette, thereby further 
increasing security. 
[0061] In order to provide electrical poWer input and data 
input/output to and from the cassette 10, a four pin electronic 
interface 114 having four contacts 114a-a', as best seen in 
FIGS. 2A-B, is provided on the exterior of the outer shell 18 
such as on the sideWall 40 opposite the circuit board 100. 
The electronics 56 include tWo pins 116, 118 that are 
connected to tWo of the contacts 114a, b thereby providing 
poWer input to the cassette. A further pin 120 is connected 
to one of the tWo remaining contacts 114c, d to enable data 
input/output to and from the cassette. 

[0062] The outer shell 18 of the cassette further includes 
a button 116 on the eXterior surface thereof adjacent the 
interface 114. The button 116 projects outWard from the 
outer shell, and is designed to ?t into a socket that is formed 
Within the machine 5. The button 116 forms a means for 
mechanically indexing the cassette 10 relative to the 
machine to ensure that the cassette gets aligned correctly 
When inserted into the machine. Thus, if the cassette is not 
inserted properly, the button Will not ?t into the correspond 
ing socket. Further, since the button 116 is located adjacent 
the interface 114, the contacts 114a-a' Will not be engaged to 
provide electrical poWer or data communication, unless the 
button 116 is properly ?t into the socket. Preferably, the tWo 
contacts 114c, d of the interface are shorted together Which 
enables the machine 12 to recogniZe that the cassette 10 has 
been correctly inserted. Therefore, opening of the cassette 
does not occur until the cassette has been properly inserted. 

[0063] While the use of tWo separate memory means has 
been described and shoWn herein, it should be realiZed that 
the invention could utiliZe a single memory means in place 
of the tWo separate memory means if desired. HoWever, if a 
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single memory means is used, the identi?cation number 
Would have to be stored in such a manner that it could not 
be changed. 

[0064] With reference noW to FIG. 8, a process 150 of 
card issuance from the card issuing machine 5 is schemati 
cally illustrated. At block 152, an inventory ful?llment 
request is sent by the host controller 7 to the card loading site 
6. The inventory ful?llment request is determined by the 
host controller 7 in response to a card replenishment need at 
the card issuing machine 5. For purposes of this description, 
it Will be assumed that the cassette 10 that is loaded at the 
card loading site Will replace a cassette that is already in 
place in the card issuing machine 5, and thus the inventory 
ful?llment request should not only account for the cards that 
have been dispensed from the machine 5, but it should also 
account for the cards that still remain Within the machine. 
HoWever, it is contemplated that the inventory ful?llment 
request could re?ect only those cards that have been issued, 
such that the cards loaded at the card loading site 6 merely 
supplement the cards already Within the machine 5. 

[0065] At block 154, the unique cassette identi?cation 
number is sent from the card loading site 6 to the host 
controller 7 so that the host controller knoWs Which cassette 
is being loaded. Further, at this time, the host controller 7 
calculates a neW lock code that is to be used to control 
operation of the lock mechanism 54. 

[0066] The cassette is loaded in accordance With the 
inventory ful?llment request, at block 156. Once loading is 
complete, a map of the card inventory is transmitted to the 
host controller 7 Where it is stored in memory. Further, the 
host controller 7 transmits the neW lock code to the card 
loading site 6 so that it can be programmed into the cassette. 

[0067] At block 158, the inventory map, along With the 
neW lock code, are programmed into the cassette memory, 
and the cassette is then closed and locked. Thus, the inven 
tory of the cards that have been loaded into the cassette is 
knoWn by the host controller 7, as Well as being stored in 
memory on the cassette. After the cassette is closed and 
locked, the cassette is transported to and loaded into the 
machine 5, at block 160. 

[0068] Once the cassette has been properly loaded into the 
machine, and While the cassette is still locked, the card 
issuing machine 5 reads the cassette identi?cation number 
and the inventory map, at block 162, and transmits them to 
the host controller 7. At block 164, the host controller 7 
authenticates that the correct cassette has been inserted into 
the machine by comparing the identi?cation number and 
inventory map sent by the machine 5 With the identi?cation 
number and inventory map sent by the card loading site 6. 
If there is a proper authentication, the host controller 7 
transmits the lock code to the card issuing machine 5 to 
enable the cassette to be opened. 

[0069] At block 166, When the cassette is opened, the card 
issuing machine 5 conducts an inventory scan of the cards in 
the cassette. The inventory scan is performed by mapping 
the location and type of each card in the cassette. The 
inventory scan is then transmitted to the host controller for 
validation With the stored inventory map. Thus, not only is 
the inventory map stored in cassette memory compared With 
the initial loaded inventory map, but the actual card inven 
tory in the cassette after loading is also compared With the 
initial loaded inventory map. 
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[0070] At block 168, as the cassette is emptied of cards 
during use, the inventory map in the memory of the cassette, 
as Well as the inventory map of the host controller 7, can be 
continuously updated, such as after every card issuance, to 
ensure that an updated version of the card inventory is 
knoWn at all times. Thus, each time that a card is issued, 
information pertaining to the card type and its previous 
location Within the cassette can be transmitted to the host 
controller in order to update the card inventory map. Further, 
periodic inventory scans can be performed after loading to 
verify that the actual card inventory has not changed, eXcept 
for knoWn card issuances. 

[0071] After a predetermined use time, or When the card 
inventory starts running loW, the card issuing machine 5 
sends a replenishment request, at block 170, to the host 
controller 7, Which in turn determines the inventory ful?ll 
ment request that is sent to the card loading site at block 152. 

[0072] Thus, the card issuance process 150 of the inven 
tion provides security measures for card issuance from 
automated, self-service card issuing machines. The process 
150 audits and tracks the cards from the point of loading into 
the cassette all the Way to the point of issuance to the 
customer from the issuing machine. In addition, real time 
monitoring and reporting of individual card transactions, as 
Well as operational anomalies of card issuing machine 
operation, further enhances the security of the card issuance 
process. 

[0073] Although the above described embodiment relies 
upon communication With a host controller 7 during the card 
issuance process, card issuance does not require communi 
cation With a host controller. 

[0074] FIG. 9 illustrates an embodiment in Which com 
munication With a host controller is not required, particu 
larly for the purpose of verifying card inventory upon 
insertion of the cassette into the machine 5. In this embodi 
ment, the cassette Would be loaded With cards at the card 
loading site, and the card inventory stored in cassette 
memory, as in the previous embodiment. The lock code 
Would be Would be determined at the loading site 6 and 
programmed into memory. In addition, an encrypted lock 
code key Would also be stored in memory. The machine 5 
Would be provided With the capability to decrypt the lock 
code key upon insertion of the cassette therein, to enable the 
machine to open the lock mechanism, Without the need for 
communication With the host controller. The cassette ID in 
this embodiment is not determinative on Whether to alloW 
the cassette to be opened, and the ID can simply be used for 
tracking purposes for shoWing that a particular cassette has 
been inserted into the machine. 

[0075] Upon decrypting the lock code key and sending the 
lock code key to the cassette to thereby unlock the lock 
mechanism and enable the cassette to be opened, the 
machine opens the cassette and performs an inventory scan 
of the cards actually in the cassette, and compares the 
inventory scan With the cassette inventory stored in cassette 
memory to determine any discrepancies. In the event that a 
discrepancy is detected, the machine 5 has the option of 
closing the cassette and preventing transactions and/or trans 
mitting the detected discrepancy to the host controller and 
receive further instructions therefrom. 

[0076] Thus, veri?cation and authentication of the cassette 
are performed locally by the machine 5, Without requiring 
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communication With the host controller 7. HoWever, as 
indicated by dashed lines in FIG. 9, communication 
betWeen the machine 5 and the host controller 7 and betWeen 
the loading site 6 and the controller 7 can still occur, 
hoWever such communications is not for the purpose of 
deciding Whether the cassette should be opened and Whether 
the card inventory is correct. 

[0077] FIG. 10 illustrates a process of card issuance 180 
used With the system shoWn in FIG. 9. At block 182, the 
cassette 10 is loaded With cards based upon a predetermined 
desired card inventory. At block 184, once loading is com 
plete (or even before or after loading if desired), the card 
inventory map is stored -in cassette memory, along With a 
lock code and an encrypted lock code key for operating the 
lock mechanism. The lock code and the lock code key can 
either be determined locally at the loading site, or they can 
be communicated from the host controller. 

[0078] At block 186, the cassette is transported to, and 
loaded in, the machine 5. The machine then reads the 
inventory map, at block 188. In addition, the machine 
decrypts the lock code key, and sends the key back to the 
cassette. If the lock code key is correct, the lock mechanism 
can unlock to alloW the cassette to open. HoWever, if the 
lock code key is incorrect, the cassette Will remain locked 
thereby preventing any card transactions from the cassette. 

[0079] Assuming that the lock code key is correct, the 
cassette is opened by the machine 5, and the machine 
conducts an inventory scan of the cards actually in the 
cassette at block 190. The inventory scan can then be 
compared against the inventory map read from the cassette 
memory to detect the presence of any discrepancies. Thus, 
in this embodiment, the authority to open the cassette as Well 
as the checking of card inventory, is performed locally by 
the machine 5, Without requiring communication With, or 
intervention by, the host controller 7. 

[0080] As in the previous embodiment, as card transac 
tions take place and the cassette is emptied of cards, the 
machine Will keep track of the instantaneous card inventory, 
at block 192, and keep an updated record of the current card 
inventory. 
[0081] The above speci?cation, examples and data pro 
vide a complete description of the manufacture and use of 
the composition of the invention. Since many embodiments 
of the invention can be made Without departing from the 
spirit and scope of the invention, the invention resides in the 
claims hereinafter appended. 

We claim: 
1. A method of card issuance from a card issuing machine 

that receives cards Within a container from a card loading 
site, With the card issuing machine and the card loading site 
being in communication With a host controller, the method 
comprising: 

loading the container With cards at the card loading site; 

transmitting a loaded card inventory of the loaded cards to 
the host controller; 

transporting the loaded container from the card loading 
site to the card issuing machine, and loading the 
container into the card issuing machine; 
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determining a received card inventory in the loaded 
container; and 

comparing the received card inventory With the loaded 
card inventory. 

2. The method according to claim 1, Wherein the container 
includes means for storing information, and further includ 
ing storing the loaded card inventory in the means for storing 
information. 

3. The method according to claim 2, Wherein determining 
a received card inventory comprises reading the loaded card 
inventory from the means for storing information. 

4. The method according to claim 3, Wherein comparing 
the received card inventory With the loaded card inventory 
comprises transmitting the read loaded card inventory to the 
host controller, and comparing the read loaded card inven 
tory With the loaded card inventory. 

5. The method according to claim 2, Wherein determining 
a received card inventory comprises using the card issuing 
machine to take an actual card inventory of the cards in the 
loaded container. 

6. The method according to claim 5, Wherein comparing 
the received card inventory With the loaded card inventory 
comprises transmitting the actual card inventory to the host 
controller, and comparing the actual card inventory With the 
loaded card inventory. 

7. The method according to claim 1, further including 
transmitting a card inventory ful?llment request from the 
host controller to the card loading site, and Wherein loading 
the container With cards comprises loading the container 
With cards based on the card inventory ful?llment request. 

8. The method according to claim 2, Wherein the container 
includes an electronic lock mechanism thereon for locking 
the container, the electronic lock mechanism being operable 
by a lock code, and further including storing the lock code 
in the means for storing information at the card loading site. 

9. The method according to claim 8, further including 
transmitting the lock code from the host controller to the 
card issuing machine in order to operate the electronic lock 
mechanism. 
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10. The method according to claim 2, Wherein the con 
tainer includes a unique identi?cation number stored in the 
means for storing information, and further including trans 
mitting the unique identi?cation number from the card 
loading site to the host controller, reading the unique iden 
ti?cation number after the container is loaded into the card 
issuing machine, and comparing the transmitted unique 
identi?cation number With the read unique identi?cation 
number. 

11. The method according to claim 1, further comprising 
updating the card inventory in the container as the container 
is emptied of the cards. 

12. A method of card issuance from a card issuing 
machine that receives cards Within a container from a card 
loading site, the method comprising: 

loading the container With cards at the card loading site, 
and storing a loaded card inventory of the loaded cards 
into memory provided on the container; 

transporting the loaded container from the card loading 
site to the card issuing machine, and loading the 
container into the card issuing machine; 

reading the loaded card inventory from cassette memory; 

conducting an inventory scan of the cards actually in the 
container to determine an actual card inventory; and 

comparing the read loaded card inventory With the actual 
card inventory. 

13. A card issuance system, comprising: 

a card issuing machine having a container therein adapted 
to hold a plurality of cards for issuance by said card 
issuing machine, said container including means for 
storing inventory information of said cards Within said 
container; and 

a card loading site at Which the container is loaded With 
the cards. 


